An Unusual Reward of Peanuts and Gold

New Jersey Eastern Star Home

By the Residents and Staff of New Jersey Eastern Star Home
Once upon a time there was a girl named Patsy and her horse Stella.
TOGETHER THEY DECIDE TO GO OUT FOR A RIDE TO THE WELL OF WATER, INSIDE THE CAVE. ONCE INSIDE, PATSY AND STELLA, THE HORSE, GET CURIOUS AND START EXPLORING FARThER INTO THE CAVE. THEY FIND THEMSELVES SHOCKED, WHEN THEY DISCOVER THAT THE CAVE CONTAINS MILLIONS OF DOLLARS WORTH OF GOLD!
Rushing to tell her family what they had found, Stella steps on a snake and falls hurting her leg, sending Patsy soaring through the air. Both injured and unable to walk they both start screaming and neighing for help.
Just when they were about to give up they heard the clacking of heavy foot steps approaching. A family of elephants heard their cries and came to their rescue.
THE FAMILY OF ELEPHANTS BROUGHT PATSY AND STELLA HOME SAFE AND SOUND. ONCE HOME AND WELL PATSY AND STELLA GO BACK TO THE CAVE TO GET THE GOLD AND BUY THE ELEPHANTS A MILLION DOLLARS WORTH OF PEANUTS FOR THEIR HELP.

THE END.